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NATIONAL DEFENSE
HARMING THE

SR. MEGAN HAS EMERGED AS A JOAN OF ARC FIGURE

Early morning Saturday, July 28, 
2012, eighty-two-year-old Sr. Megan 
Rice, along with Michael Walli, and 
Greg Boertje-Obed, under cover 
of darkness, armed with flashlights 
and wire cutters, penetrated the Y-12 
nuclear facility in Oak Ridge, Ten-
nessee.  The three were found guilty 
of destruction of federal property 
and harming the national defense.  
They remain in custody awaiting 
sentencing on January 28, 2014. 
They could receive up to 30 years 
in prison. (For further information 
about Sr. Megan and the Transform 
Now Plowshares see page 3.)

By JEFF DIETRICH

I have known 83-year-old Sister 
Megan Rice for over a decade as 
the soft-spoken, mild-mannered, 
staff person who tirelessly 

worked for the Nevada Desert Ex-
perience organizing regular protests 
and civil disobedience at the Nevada 
nuclear test site. Prior to that, my 
wife Catherine had known Sr. Megan 
for 13 years when she and Sr. Megan 
were in the same religious order, the 
Sisters of the Holy Child Jesus.
   While I recognized and admired 
Sr. Megan’s dedication and com-
mitment to nuclear disarmament, it 
did come as a bit of a shock when 
I heard that this 83-year-old, mild- 
mannered nun with 63 years of 
service in a somewhat conservative 
religious order chose to engage in a 
very risky, very dangerous, life-
threatening civil disobedience action 
that involved a three-mile nighttime 
hike through rough terrain and fenc-
es, past motion detectors, low-flying 
drones equipped with infrared night 
vision cameras, and armed guards 
with orders to “shoot to kill.”
   Though Sister Megan is definitely 
the junior partner in this “Transform 
Now Plowshares” action, accompa-
nied and mentored as she was by the 
veteran plowshares activists Mike 
Walli and Greg Boertje-Obed, she 
has, because of her advanced age 
and religious status, emerged as 
something of a Joan of Arc figure 
and a poster person for the highly 
public response to this action. Of all 
the hundred or so plowshares actions 
since the first one in 1980, this one 
garnered by far the most media at-
tention, local, national and interna-
tional, both because of Sr. Megan, 
but largely because of the nature of 
the action itself and its target.  The 
“Transform Now” activists were in-
terviewed on 60 Minutes. They were 
the subject of a lengthy and laudatory 
New York Times Magazine article,

as well as receiving positive press 
throughout the world from places 
as far away as Sweden and Japan. 
The people of Hiroshima considered 
them heroes.
   The Y-12 nuclear facility, the activ-
ists’ target, is located in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, and is the most important 
and closely guarded nuclear facility 
in the U.S. arsenal.  It is the facility 
that provided the uranium 235 for 
the first U.S. atomic bombs dropped 
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.  Cur-
rently the plant refurbishes aging 
weapons and disassembles retired 
ones. Enriched uranium from other 
countries also is kept in storage there, 
particularly from former Soviet 
Union countries.  There are 400 tons  
   of uranium stored in their Highly 
      Enriched Uranium Facility 
       (HEUMF). 
        Throughout the trial all three 
activists gave testimony to the effect 
that they did not break the law, but 
rather were attempting to adhere to a 
“Higher Law.” They maintained that 
they were following the scriptural 
admonition from the prophet Isaiah 
to “hammer swords into plowshares.”   
   Also testifying for the defendants 
was Retired Col. Ann Wright, who 
left the military in 2003 in protest 
against the Iraq invasion. An expert 
on nuclear security issues, and hav-
ing worked on security for various 
embassies, she helped deliver a ship-
ment of 600 kilograms of U235 from 
Kazakhstan to Oak Ridge in 1994.  
Her testimony underscored the ease 
with which the activists entered a 
highly secure area and that their 
action should serve as a wake-up call 
and should in fact actually improve 
security at Y-12 rather than harm the 
national defense. 
    It nevertheless remains salu-
tary that this (supposedly) closely 
guarded facility was penetrated by 
two senior citizens and an octogenar-
ian nun with only a map, a compass, 
three flashlights, and the guidance 
of good fortune and the Holy Spirit, 
to enable them to breech security 
barriers meant to thwart terrorists 
and professional nuclear thieves. 
The unlikely success of this rag-tag 
bunch of elderly activists inspired 
a firestorm of government reaction 
starting with a week-long closure of 
every nuclear facility in the United 
States, a congressional investigation 
of our nuclear security program, and 
an oral commendation from several 
congress members thanking the ac-
tivists for exposing the blatant flaws 
in the U.S. nuclear security system, 
to which one of the activists replied: 

Continued on page 2

“Three people with hammers and bolt cutters could not harm the national defense.”

Plowshares activists are 
not naive or foolish, 
rather they are, like 

Vladimir Putin, 
cold-eyed realists who 

see with clarity the only 
reasonable path open for 
the survival of humanity. 
They are public whistle-

blowers, bell-ringers, 
“watchmen on the wall,” 
Old Testament prophets 

sounding the clarion 
call that our demise is 
growing ever nearer. 
Perhaps it is time for 

us to wake up and 
heed their warning.                    
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TERRORIST NUN

IN NAIROBI, AFRICA
NEW

CATHOLIC WORKER

By DAVID OMONDI

“Usiende Uko!  You bet-
ter not go over there!”  
Stern warnings to 
stay away from the 

slum often accompanied children 
coming out to the neighborhood 
playing field.  Our house sat in the 
corner of a large field surrounded by 
a triangle of low-income row hous-
ing in “Magiwa Estate,” Nairobi.  
Famous for its flying-toilets (bags of 
human excrement discarded with a 
high, arching toss), rarely were we 
tempted to venture into the Kibera 
slum.  Our own playing field, though 
dusty and uneven, was a far prefer-
able option to the sea of shacks, 
humans, and filth that is Kibera.
   Magiwa is separated from the 
slum by a wall and a railroad track.  
Though it was far from well-to-do, 
the difference in comfort and life-
style was, and still is, as stark as 
night and day.  On our side, families 
lived wall to wall in two-story, three 
to four bedroom houses, with both 
electricity and running water, and 
most owned a vehicle.  On the other 
side, no electricity, no plumbing, and 
a few paved roads.  Kibera’s slums 
assault the senses like a barbeque in 
a hot toilet.  The chaotic hustle and 
bustle of the main streets gives new 
meaning to the word frenzy.  Raw 
waste carves gullies along the ragged 
ribbons of bare earth that serve 
as side streets and alleys, where 
children crawl and play in dirt you 
would not step in unless you had to.  
The government owns the land, but 
provides no services to the squatters,

most of whom survive on less than 
two dollars a day.
   Kibera is the largest urban slum 
in Africa, and a top five candidate 
for the largest in the world.  One of 
the most densely populated areas on 
earth, it has been rumored to hold 
up to a million residents in its 1.3 
square-mile area, though it is impos-
sible to tell how many people actu-
ally live there.  Government counts 
are unreliable—after all it does 
not look good to have such a large 
population of slum dwellers right 
in a capital city, and most of these 
people do not want to be counted 
anyway.  Yet it is impossible to deny 
that there are hundreds of thousands 
of Kenyans in Kibera alone, and up 
to 2 million slum dwellers in all of 
Nairobi—60% of the population 
occupying only 6% of the land and 
living in desperate poverty.
   Growing up witnessing such in-
equities on a daily basis instilled in 
me an intuitive sense of injustice in 
the world.  While living amongst and
going to church with the less fortunate,
attending private school exposed me
to the lavish, envious lifestyles of 
expatriates and wealthy Kenyans.  
Combined with frequent childhood 
trips to the U.S. to visit family, where 
everything was gravy in comparison,

my worldview was completely 
screwed. 
   College in the United States was 
an eye-opening experience.  The 
myth of a benign nation that valued 
justice and progress was completely 
shattered as I learned U.S. history, 
experienced racism, witnessed home-
lessness underneath rampant over-
consumption and endless unjust wars.
   Today, I understand that human be-
ings are responsible for each other, 
that we have been blessed with a 
bountiful earth, fully capable of pro-
viding for the needs of every single 
person, and that the inequity that ex-
ists in the world is based simply on 
human selfishness and irresponsibil-
ity, not on the inherent superiority 
of certain cultures over others.  Five 
years as a Catholic Worker have gal-
vanized and affirmed what I have felt 
about my life’s direction for many 
years.  I knew when I left home that 
I would be back one day to stay and 
work for justice.
   Our family has now been blessed 
to come under the possession of 
twenty-five acres of land not far from 
our home in southwest Nairobi.  It is
a spectacular location, just inside the
the Great Rift Valley, surrounded by
grassland and Maasai homesteads.  It 
is the perfect place to start a perma-

culture and hospitality project.  
Though far outside the city-center, 
it is relatively accessible by road, 
and once there is a steady supply 
of water, it will be possible to grow 
enough food to sustain a small com-
munity and work towards giving 
food assistance to more and more 
people over time.  As a family, we 
have tithed at least two and a half 
acres to forever be used in service, 
and most immediately for a house of 
hospitality.
   The Catholic Worker has taught me 
that we are personally responsible 
for each other, and that true justice 
is really quite simple; it begins with 
sharing a bowl of soup and a cup 
of water, and is not concerned with 
measuring success.  So I am return-
ing home to put the pedal to the 
metal.  The project is simple—raise 
money to drill a borehole, drill it, 
give free water to the local Maasai 
community who gave us the land, 
grow food, enough to eat, and hope-
fully enough to share with residents 
of Kibera.  Who knows, maybe in 
forty years we will have a thriving 
farm and a kitchen right inside Kib-
era slum.  Ω                                       

David Omondi has been a Los 
Angeles Catholic Worker community 
member for the past five years.  This 
fall he plans to go home to Kenya 
and start a sister house.  A man 
of many gifts, David will be much 
missed at the LACW.  Donations to 
help this important new project may 
be sent to the Los Angeles Catholic 
Worker with a notation “Kenya proj-
ect.”  Thank you.

“It’s a good thing that we were not 
terrorists.”
   Since that brief but intense media
exposure, Sr. Megan and her plow-
shares comrades have been found 
guilty, on May 9, 2013, of the de-
struction of government property and 
harming the national defense. In his 
closing statement defense attorney 
Bill Quigley had argued that his 
clients did not “...intend to harm the 
national defense. Rather, they acted 
like a thermometer, which shows you 
have a fever, but does not cause the 
fever. Three people with hammers 
and bolt cutters could not harm the 
national defense.”  
   The prosecutors, however, insisted 
after the conviction that because the 
charges were so serious, the three 
should be remanded into custody 
immediately. The judge expressed 
his reluctance, questioning whether 
“Congress really meant that peace 
protestors should be treated the 
same as terrorists” but ended up 
remanding the three into custody 
until sentencing now scheduled for 
January 28, 2014, “because now they 
are considered violent terrorists by 
the government.”     
   When I interviewed Sr. Megan 
over the phone in the federal deten-
tion facility in Ocilla, GA, where she 
is currently being held (see p.3), she 
seemed so at peace with her situa-
tion, almost serene. I asked her if 
she was not a bit distressed about the 
possibility of spending the rest of her 
life in prison serving a thirty-year 
sentence.
   She told me, “I have no family 
or dependents, and I am really not 
going to live that much longer.”  She 
was joyous in a situation in which 
most of us, including myself, would 
be feeling fear and panic. I suppose 
one could say that Sr. Megan is most 
definitely spiritually centered.
    I realize that to politicians and 
statesmen and the majority of 
Americans, Plowshares activists 

must seem hopelessly naive and ide-
alistic in their call for total nuclear 
disarmament. Yet we as a nation 
have forgotten that at one time, not 
so long ago, the official nuclear 
policy of the U.S. Government was 
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 
of 1968.  This treaty begins the 
process for the larger nuclear pow-
ers to progressively dismantle their 
nuclear weapons while providing 
for them a mantle of moral author-
ity to call upon lesser and emerging 
nuclear powers to dismantle their 
nukes or desist from developing such 
weapons.  
   As I sit here writing this article 
my wife is watching 24-hour cable 
news endlessly interview statesmen 
and Congress members, experts 
and pundits on the emerging crisis 
over Syria’s alleged use of chemical 
weapons.  The main theme of all 
those interviewed was that we cannot 
allow Syria to go unpunished for its 
illegal use of chemical weapons of 
mass destruction because it destroys 
our credibility when we demand that 
Iran or North Korea desist in their 
suspected nuclear weapons develop-
ment program. 
   One wonders how we can demand, 
with any moral authority, that Syria 
and Iran turn over their weapons of 

mass destruction when we ourselves 
have over 2000 nuclear weapons in 
our arsenals, and Israel, our closest 
ally, in that increasingly diminish-
ing category of U.S. allies, has over 
200 undeclared nuclear weapons. 
Of course it stands to reason that 
the surrounding nations will protect 
themselves by building their own 
weapons of mass destruction.
   Ever since the end of the Cold War, 
beginning with G.W. Bush, the U.S. 
nuclear policy has become one of 
nuclear disarmament by all nations 
except the U.S., other major nuclear  
powers, and of course Israel. Despite
sanctions and threats and even inva-
sions to root out weapons of mass 
destruction we have been patently 
unsuccessful except in Iraq, where, 
as you remember, there actually were 
no weapons of mass destruction. The 
whole world, especially the Arab 
world, knows that we are hypocrites, 
like bad parents who say “Do as I 
say, not as I do.” Our moral cred-
ibility is so diminished by nuclear 
duplicity and military occupation of 
the Middle East that it may well be 
too late for us to lead by anything 
other than brute force. 
   However, the whole world is wait-
ing for the U.S. to step up to the 
plate, act like the nation we claim to

be, and lead by moral example rather 
than by brute force.  That, I believe, is 
the basic message of the Plowshares 
activists.  It also is the basic message 
of Martin Luther King, Jr., Gandhi, 
and Jesus. 
   I know well the world is a danger-
ous and treacherous place, and that 
the language of force is the lingua 
franca of nations. But as we stand on 
the brink of widening our disastrous 
quagmire in the Middle East over 
Syrian WMDs, perhaps it is time 
to move towards a change in our 
“policy of punitive force” and con-
sider appealing to, in the words of 
Abraham Lincoln, “the better angels 
of our nature.”
      As I finish this article, Vladimir 
Putin’s New York Times Op-Ed piece 
on the Syrian conflict has just come 
out, and while I know that the former 
KGB director is not exactly one of 
the “better angels of our nature,” his 
vision is shockingly similar to those 
of Plowshare activists as well as to 
my own reflections: “It is alarm-
ing,” he writes, “that intervention in 
internal conflict has become com-
monplace for the United States... 
But force has proved ineffective and 
pointless…We are left with the ... 
need to strengthen nonproliferation, 
when in reality this is being eroded. 
We must stop using the language of 
force and return to the path of civi-
lized diplomatic political settlement” 
(NYT August 12, 2013).
      Plowshares activists are not 
naive or foolish, rather they are, like 
Vladimir Putin, cold-eyed realists 
who see with clarity the only reason-
able path open for the survival of 
humanity. They are public whistle-
blowers, bell-ringers, “watchmen on 
the wall,” Old Testament prophets 
sounding the clarion call that our de-
mise is growing ever nearer. Perhaps 
it is time for us to wake up and heed 
their warning.   Ω                  

Jeff Dietrich is a Los Angeles Catho-
lic Worker community member and 
editor of the Agitator.
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SR. MEGAN HAS EMERGED AS A JOAN OF ARC FIGURE

SHUTTING DOWN ALL NUCLEAR FACILITIES IN THE U.S.

AGITATOR INTERVIEW WITH

TERRORIST NUN

SEVEN SACRED WORKS FOR YOUNG 
ACTIVISTS FOR THE LOVE OF JUSTICE

This interview was conducted by 
telephone on August 30, 2013 by 
Agitator editor Jeff Dietrich, with 
Transform Now Plowshares activ-
ist Sr. Megan Rice, who is currently 
in custody at the federal detention 
facility in Ocilla, GA.

Agitator:  What happened at the 
Y-12 nuclear facility on the night of 
the action?
Rice:  The immediate journey was 
perfectly coordinated.  We were 
carefully prepared by our support 
community for every step.  We just 
started off and it probably took about 
two hours.
Agitator:  Was there a cement 
walkway?
Rice:  We walked through the 
woods, fairly dense woods, and then 
we arrived at the first fence and 
passed though it very easily.
Agitator:  Did you cut the fence?
Rice:  No, I did not have to.  It all 
happened very quickly.  By 4:30am 
we were at the facility site.  It was 
very well lit up, as you can imag-
ine, and that was an advantage.  A 
security guard vehicle passed by 
twice, and after the second time it 
passed we just went through the first 
fence, and less than five minutes 
later we passed through the second, 
and then the third.  We did not hear 
a sound.  We must have had close to 
twenty minutes to do exactly what 
we needed to do.
Agitator:  What was that?
Rice:  We emptied things from our 
backpacks.  There were three pillars 
just waiting to be painted.  I made 
signs that said, “Nuclear Danger,” 
in both English and Spanish.  They 
were each about five feet high; you 
can see them in the picture.
   I was ready to pour my blood and 
Mike and Greg were making signs 
when we saw a car coming in the 
distance, on the paved area inside 
the fence in the front of the building.  
The car came toward us very slowly 
and we greeted the driver and bowed 
to him.  He stepped out slowly and 
spoke into his radio saying, “They’re 
peace protesters; better send some 
support.”  We asked him if we could 
give him a message, but he did not 
answer.  Greg and Mike held candles 
like altar boys and stood there and 
read our statement.  You have read 
the statement, I’m sure.
Agitator:  Of course.
Rice:  The tone of it was loving.  
The next officer to arrive at the scene 
carried a gun, he forced us to lie 
down and that whole routine.  But re-
ally, it was all that easy.  No turmoil 
and just very quiet.
Agitator:  How long was it before 
they sent someone to question you?
Rice:  It was 7:30 or 8:00 when the 
first person came from the NSA.  He 
began by asking if there were others 
involved, and we said no.  
Agitator:  This is the most highly 
guarded, the most important nuclear 
facility in the United States, and you, 
an 83-year-old nun, and two others, 
were able to enter that facility and 
mark it with paint and blood.  You 
actually shut down all of the nuclear 
facilities in the United States.
Rice:  We did not shut them down; 
they did.
Agitator:  Because you broke into 
their facility; you broke their security.
Rice:  That’s right.  We entered their

facility unimpeded.
Agitator:  So it was fairly easy?
Rice:  Very easy!
Agitator:  You testified before a 
congressional committee on the 
security of the nuclear facility, is that 
correct?
Rice:  The word “testify” is a little 
grandiose, really.  They did not ask 
us to testify.  We heard they were 
holding these hearings and we just 
went as ordinary citizens.  At the 
first one, they did not know we were 
coming.  No one asked us anything 
during the entire investigation, which 
was conducted very quickly.  There 
were errors in their report because 
they did not have witnesses and they 
did not ask us any questions.
   It was the top-notch folks of NSA 
and the security companies who were 
questioned, you see.  The security
there was all in the hands of contrac-
tors.  The mechanism was not work-
ing; the cameras and some of the 
sensors had broken down.  We were 
honored at one of the hearings.  Both 
chairpersons said that we were the 
people who had woken up the nation.
Agitator:  Were you surprised at the 
firestorm of controversy within the 
government that you provoked?
Rice:  Totally.  We believed that it 
was the time, “the wants of the age” 
as we say.  It was a certain moment 
in economics, in distress, in history, 
and we just happened to hit it at the 
right moment.
Agitator:  Were you surprised that 
the only person who was disciplined 
in all of this national controversy 
was the one guard who came upon 
you who did not draw his gun, be-
cause he knew that you were peace 
protesters?
Rice:  He is the hero and he needs 
to realize how grateful we are.  That 
is the one thing I feel very remiss 
about, not having seen him yet.  His 
wife is very disturbed.  His politi-
cal views make him unable yet to be 
with us.  We do know his lawyer and 
he is going to be reinstated.
Agitator:  You are now in Ocilla, 
Georgia, correct?
Rice:  I am in a holding facility in 
Ocilla. I have been here since about 
May 28.
Agitator: That is a terrible place, is 
it not?  How is it going for you?
Rice:  It is going just fine.  It is far 
better here than in the Columbus, 
Georgia county jail.  Plenty to eat…
it is a bit noisy though, but you know, 
you just manage it.
Agitator:  It is my understanding 
that you are facing a possible thirty-
year sentence.
Rice:  Well, they are saying thirty 
now, but I never pay attention to that, 
you know.  I just pay attention to the 
issue and focus on that.
Agitator:  You are now 83 years 
old.  You could possibly remain in 
jail until you die.  Do you have any 
regrets about what you did?
Rice:  Absolutely not!  The whole 
thing was sheer gift.  We were privi-
leged to be able to do it and we were 
inspired to do it.  We knew that it 
was our turn.  I have no dependents 
and I am free.  I have known since I 
was 15.
Agitator:  What have you known 
since you were 15?
Rice:  The obscenity of nuclear bombs.  

Continued on page 6

Lydia Wylie-Kellermann lives in De-
troit, Michigan with her partner 
Erinn and baby Isaac.  She is part of 
the Jeanie Wylie Community (http://
jeaniewyliecommunity.blogspot.
com) focused on urban agriculture, 
immigrant justice, and nonviolence.  
She works for Word and World, an 
experiment in alternative theological 
education bridging the seminary, the 
sanctuary, and the street.  She finds 
hope as she watches her 4-month-
old son learn to laugh.  “My love 
for him forces hope into my bones 
and drives me to work for a peaceful 
world for him and all children.” We 
encountered this piece on the inter-
net courtesy of Frank Cordaro.

By LYDIA WYLIE-KELLERMANN

Know your history

   Walk it.  Breathe it.  Build 
deep relationships with the 
elders in your circles.  
Listen to their stories.  Let 

the listening and retelling become 
resistance.  Remember your ances-
tors.  Say their names out loud and 
often.  Give thanks that you are not 
alone.  You are not creating this 
movement out of nothing.  It’s been 
done over and over again.  Know 
it.  Honor it.  Your work is simply to 
offer new gifts to old work.
Place matters
   Ground yourself somewhere.  Get 
your hands in the dirt.  Plant aspara-
gus and fruit trees.  Put down roots.  
Let the land tell you her story.  

Weave together the struggle and his-
tory of the people and land on which 
you stand.  Know your neighbors.  
Create local economy.  Be present to 
the here and now while working for 
the future.  Build community.  Build 
community.  Build community.
Honor your anger
   Undo the learning that anger is 
bad.  Read the news and accept 
your desire to scream.  Look around 
you—weep.  Feel it.  Express it.  
Move it into your feet and hands and 
voice.  Let your anger at injustice 
drive you toward the love and ur-
gency of justice.
Understand your privilege
   Acknowledge and leave behind 
feelings of arrogance and entitle- 
ment—the curses of this generation.  
Know your privilege.  Be mindful of 
it in every meeting, in every action, 
in every community.  Work against 
it.  Surrender it when you can.  Sur-
round yourself with people who don’t 
look or think or act like you.  Let 
others take the lead.  Stand in soli-
darity.  Listen always.  Learn stories 
by heart.  Don’t be reduced to your 
privileges or oppressions.  Don’t la-
bel one another—know one another.  
Be people first.  Remember Martin 
Luther King Jr.’s triple of evil—rac-
ism, militarism, and materialism.  
The struggles against these three are 
all the same struggle.
Nourish your spirit
   Read the sacred and ancient texts 

Continued on page 6
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RESISTING U.S. MURDER IN THE MIDEAST

A SWIFT AND BRUTAL VERDICT
FOR CHELSEA MANNING – CATHOLIC WORKERS PROTEST

Pfc. Bradley Manning

Pvt. Chelsea Manning

THE U.S. HAS NO DOG IN THIS FIGHT
IN SYRIA

L.A. Catholic Workers David Omondi, Barbara Robinson and Jeff Dietrich risk arrest

LACW David HaysJeff, Barbara, and David arrested

Author Chris Hedges writes a weekly 
column for truthdig.org.  The follow-
ing article was reprinted, with 
permission, from Truthdig where it 
first appeared on September 9, 2013 
(prior to the announcement that Pvt. 
Manning wishes to be referred to 
as Chelsea).  The Private Manning 
Support Network continues to fight 
for freedom for Chelsea Manning.  
Please see bradleymanning.org for 
concrete suggestions of how to help.

By CHRIS HEDGES

The swift and brutal verdict 
read out by Army Col. Judge 
Denise Lind in sentencing 
Pfc. Bradley Manning to 

35 years in prison means we have 
become a nation run by gangsters.  
It signals the inversion of our moral 
and legal order, the death of an inde-
pendent media, and the open and 
flagrant misuse of the law to prevent 
any oversight or investigation of 
official abuses of power, including 
war crimes.  The passivity of most of 
the nation’s citizens—the most spied 
upon, monitored, and controlled 
population in human history—to the 
judicial lynching of Manning means 
they will be next.  There are no 
institutional mechanisms left to halt 
the shredding of our most fundamen-
tal civil liberties, including habeas 
corpus and due process, or to prevent 
pre-emptive war, the assassination of 
U.S. citizens by the government, and 
the complete obliteration of privacy.
   Wednesday’s sentencing marks one 
of the most important watersheds in 
U.S. history.  It marks the day when 
the state formally declared that all 
who name and expose its crimes 
will become political prisoners or 
be forced, like Edward Snowden, 
and perhaps Glenn Greenwald, to 
spend the rest of their lives in exile.  
It marks the day when the country 
dropped all pretense of democracy, 
obliterated checks and balances un-
der the separation of powers, and re-
jected the rule of law.  It marks the 
removal of the mask of democracy, 
already a fiction, and its replacement 
with the ugly, naked visage of corpo-
rate totalitarianism.  State power 
is to be, from now on, unchecked, 
unfettered, and unregulated.  And 
those who do not accept unlimited 
state power, always the road to tyr-
anny, will be ruthlessly persecuted.  
On Wednesday we became vassals.  
As I watched the burly guards hustle 
Manning out of a military courtroom 
at Fort Meade after the two-minute 
sentencing, as I listened to half a 
dozen of his supporters shout to him, 
“We’ll keep fighting for you, Brad-
ley!  You’re our hero!” I realized that 
our nation has become a vast penal 
colony.
   If we actually had a functioning 
judicial system and an independent 
press, Manning would have been a 
witness for the prosecution against 
the war criminals he helped expose.  
He would not have been headed, 
bound and shackled, to the military 
prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.  
His testimony would have ensured 
that those who waged illegal war, 
tortured, lied to the public, moni-
tored our electronic communications, 
and ordered the gunning down of un-
armed civilians in Iraq, Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, and Yemen were sent to 
Fort Leavenworth’s cells.  If we had

a functioning judiciary the hundreds 
of rapes and murders Manning made 
public would be investigated.  The 
officials and generals who lied to 
us when they said they did not keep 
a record of civilian dead would 
be held to account for the 109,032 
“violent deaths” in Iraq, including 
those of 66,081 civilians.  The pilots 
in the “Collateral Murder” video, 
which showed the helicopter attack 
on unarmed civilians in Baghdad 
that left nine dead, including two 
Reuters journalists, would be court-
martialed.
   The message that Manning’s sen-
tence, the longest in US history for 
the leaking of classified informa-
tion to the press, sends to the rest of 
the world is disturbing.  It says to 
the mothers and fathers who have 
lost children in drone strikes and 
air attacks, to the families grieving 
over innocent relatives killed by US 
forces, that their suffering means 
nothing to us.  It says we will con-
tinue to murder and to wage impe-
rial wars that consume hundreds of 
thousands of civilian lives with no 
accountability.  And it says that as a 
country we despise those within our 
midst who have the moral courage to 
make such crimes public.
   There are strict rules now in our 
American penal colony.  If we re-
main supine, if we permit ourselves 
to be passively stripped of all politi-
cal power and voice, if we refuse 
to resist as we are incrementally 
reduced to poverty and the natural 
world is senselessly exploited and 
destroyed by corporate oligarchs, 
we will have the dubious freedom 
to wander among the ruins of the 
empire, to be diverted by tawdry 
spectacles, and to consume the crass 
products marketed to us.  But if we 
speak up, if we name what is being 
done to us and done in our name to 
others, we will become, like Man-
ning, Julian Assange, and Snowden, 
prey for the vast security and surveil-
lance apparatus.  And we will, if we 
effectively resist, go to prison or be 
forced to flee.
   Manning from the start was 
subjected to a kangaroo trial.  His 
lawyers were never permitted to 
mount a credible defense.  They were 
left only to beg for mercy.  Under the 
military code of conduct and interna-
tional law, the soldier had a moral 
and legal obligation to report the 
war crimes he witnessed.  But this 
argument was ruled off-limits.  The 
troves of documents that Manning 
transmitted to WikiLeaks in Febru-
ary 2010—known as the Iraq and 
Afghanistan “War Logs”—which 
exposed numerous war crimes and 
instances of government dishonesty, 
were barred from being presented.  
And it was accepted in the court-
room, without any evidence, that 
Manning’s release of the docu-
ments had harmed U.S. security and 
endangered U.S. citizens.  A realistic 
defense was not possible.  It never is 
in any state show trial.
   Manning’s lawyer, David Coombs, 
read a brief statement from the 25- 
year-old after the sentencing:
   The decisions that I made in 2010 
were made out of a concern for my 
country and the world that we live 
in.  Since the tragic events of 9/11, 
our country has been at war.  We’ve 
been at war with an enemy that chooses 

not to meet us on any traditional 
battlefield, and due to this fact we’ve 
had to alter our methods of combat-
ing the risks posed to us and our 
way of life.
   I initially agreed with these meth-
ods and chose to volunteer to help 
defend my country.  It was not until 
I was in Iraq and reading secret 
military reports on a daily basis 
that I started to question the moral-
ity of what we were doing.  It was 
at this time I realized that (in) our 
efforts to meet the risk posed to us 
by the enemy, we have forgotten our 
humanity.  We consciously elected to 
devalue human life both in Iraq and 
Afghanistan.
   When we engaged those that 
we perceived were the enemy, we 
sometimes killed innocent civilians.  
Whenever we killed innocent civilians, 
instead of accepting responsibility 
for our conduct, we elected to hide 
behind the veil of national security 
and classified information in order 
to avoid any public accountability. 

Continued on page 6

By FAUSTINO CRUZ

Perhaps this is what our President 
(Bomb Bomb Obama) envisioned 
when contemplating the heroic ef-
forts of the US of A (cue the majes-
tic score and roll ‘em):  Like winged 
fiery avengers arching over the land 
I will send screaming fighter jets and 
many mighty missiles to piously offer 
up a blood-soaked cleansing.  We 
will once again reluctantly rise to 
ruthlessly eradicate this great sin, 
this willful scourge, if not the sinner 
or the agreed upon system of nation 
states that allow and even encourage 
it to take place.  You are not forgot-
ten, my treasured little ones; see 
how I will murder in remembrance 
of your sacred precious name.  The 
world will see and all evildoers will 
take note and never again dare to do

these abominable practices…until 
the next time.  And all will fear the 
power of the riled-up righteous 
state, the embodiment of the only 
true religion, that blood-soaked 
god named violence, and his cursed 
servants, glory and power.  After all, 
the only thing that stops a bad guy 
with a bomb is a good guy with a 
bigger bomb. 
    The fraternity of a gathering of 
equal nations, so easily pushed aside 
when the blood lust strikes.  This 
is not sensible nor Christ-like, for 
unlike many of his followers, Jesus 
never killed or tortured anyone.  The 
problem remains intractable:  what 
to do when a state uses poison gas 
against its own people, and whether 
this is really any different than just 
methodically slaughtering them with 
conventional weapons.  Apparently so.

I am told the United Nations fact-
seeking team on the ground in 
Syria not only found incontrovertible 
evidence of the poison gas attack by 
sophisticated delivery systems which 
only the Syrian government possesses, 
but that the team, Johnny-on-the-
spot, were able to plot out azimuths 
and trace the origin of the firing 
mechanisms to an elite unit’s base.
     Of course the most painful fact 
determined was that this disaster was 
of a total human making.  Someone 
gave the order to fire these weapons.  
Someone obeyed the order.  Some-
one, somewhere, knew that it would 
most likely kill innocents, including 
women and children, and yet their 
fear was so great that they did this 
evil thing.  Nobody denies they did

Continued on page 6

IMMIGRATION REFORM
By HEATHER MOLINE

“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, 
because he has anointed me to pro-
claim good news to the poor.  He has 
sent me to proclaim freedom for the 
prisoners and recovery of sight for 
the blind, to set the oppressed free.”

This was the Gospel reading for 
Labor Day 2013, when more than 
2,000 immigrant allies converged in 
the sizzle of the central California 
desert to rally for comprehensive 
immigration reform with a pathway 
to citizenship for 11 million undocu-
mented estadounidenses.
   Fr. Scott Santarosa, S.J., is pas-
tor of Dolores Mission Church in 
Boyle Heights.  He mobilized the 
400 white-shirted, mostly brown-
skinned pilgrims from Los Angeles 
to join the coalition in Bakersfield 
with those words from Luke.  The 
message was simple.  Jesus would be 
doing what we are doing today.
   What were we doing?  A crowded 
agenda in Congress, including the 
invasion of Syria and its subsequent 
effects on the domestic budget, has 
minimized the House’s focus on im-
migration reform.  In response, on 
Monday, September 2, I joined PICO 
National Network, an alliance of in-
terfaith groups organizing for justice, 
to unite in Bakersfield, California, 
the district of Majority Whip Con-
gressman Kevin McCarthy, who, as 
the third most powerful Republican 
in the country, has the power to call 
immigration reform to a vote in the 
U.S. House of Representatives.
   During the two months preceding 
Labor Day, members of the PICO 
Network were demanding the Con-
gressman’s diligence.  The rally’s 
events concluded a “Pilgrimage for 
a Pathway to Citizenship,” in which 
15 people walked 285 miles over 21 
days, from Sacramento to McCar-
thy’s office, to call attention to the 
urgency of their cause.
   The pilgrims included a refugee 
from the El Salvador civil war, the 
Executive Director of the Islamic 
Shura Council serving Muslims in 
Southern California, six DREAM-
ers, and Josth Stenner, a 22-year-old 
voting resident of Bakersfield, the 
only U.S. citizen in his family of 
five.  “I grew up knowing that the 
only difference between me and my 
family is the geography of our birth-
place,” says Josth.
   The event featured poignant calls 
to action for Bakersfield residents 
and their Whip Leader, who declined 
an invitation to the event.  An empty 
gold-framed velvet chair was placed 
center-stage right, symbolizing his 
conspicuous absence after a 21-day 
journey to entreat his collaboration.  
Woven into the rally were the stir-
ring stories of immigrants and their 
families who are threatened by and 
moved to change a broken system.
   Jessica Bravo was one of them.  
The twenty-year-old took the podium 
with her brothers and parents behind 
her, massaging her shoulders to give 
her strength.  “Separarme de ellos 
seria un dolor profundo como la 
muerte.”  (Separating from them 
would be a pain as profound as death.)

   Though I listened to her from a 
balcony, I believed I was at the same 
time standing in her shoes.  Her 
voice, demeanor, determination, and 
fear all at once reminded me that 
the only thing dividing my situation 
from hers, as Josth Stenner said, is 
the “geography of our birthplace.”  
I let empathy sweep me away for a 
moment, allowing my senses to sink 
into how I would feel if police offi-
cers bombarded my parents’ house in 
McMinnville, Oregon, transferring 
them to a detention center and then 
deporting them back to northwestern 
Europe.  Though my parents’ parents 
happened to enter the country when 
border security was a whisper and 
the American dream more than a 
myth, they too are immigrants, as 
am I, along with, I would venture, 
every person reading this article 
right now.
   Her story both wrenched my gut 
and stirred my commitment.  I went 
to Bakersfield because I recognize 
that my privileged birth is not a gift 
to be devoured and forgotten, but 
a reminder of my responsibility to 
do what little I can “ to set the op-
pressed free.”  Any other course of 
action would be hypocrisy.
   I don’t pretend, of course, that 
my personal actions and presence 
accomplished much of anything, 
or ever will.  In fact, though deeply 
moved, for most of the 100° after-
noon in that throng, I felt not power-
ful, but small, even insignificant.  I 
was saddened, for instance, when I 
noticed only one other white person 
upon entering Dolores Mission’s 
plaza to board the bus.  My mind 
grasped at what it would take for the 
people I come from to prioritize pro-
tecting these endangered families, 
these extensions of ourselves, un-
luckily born a little later on another 
side of an arbitrary line.  In addition, 
I easily became lost, because much 
of the day consisted of following 
people I did not recognize through 
narrow doorways, and frantically un-
earthing my sunken Spanish.
   In fact, as the throng left the Fox 
Theater, I wandered away from the 
Dolores Mission group, and found 
myself alone in a parking lot of 
buses, unsure which was mine, and 
recognizing no one.  As my resolve 
wavered, I felt my shirt being tugged, 
and looked down to discover a very 
thin eight-year-old, Katerin, smiling 
toothlessly into my blank face.  “I 
know you!” she said.  “You’re the 
gringa from my bus!”
     I suddenly and earnestly believed 
God spoke to me though that gap-
toothed eight-year-old who embraced 
me and led me to safety.  What God 
said was, “You see?  We are all re-
sponsible for each other.”
   And just as I followed Katerin, I 
am quite content to follow other pas-
sionate people who recognize the 
limitations of their actions, but live 
radically regardless.
   “We try to live our lives by the 
story of Jesus, but that story is not a 
success story; it is, rather, a failure 
story.  To be a Catholic Worker does 
not mean that we believe we can 
transform the poor or the domination

Continued on page 6
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INTERVIEW, cont’d from p.3

My uncle was in Nagasaki for the 
first four months after the blast.
Agitator:  Was he a doctor or a 
military person?
Rice:  He was a young Marine. 
His name was Walter Hooke. 
Walter had let us know what it 
was like there.  By the way, there 
were articles about our action in 
five different Japanese newspapers 
on Nagasaki Day. I just received a 
packet of them today.
Agitator:  That certainly is very 
heartening. 
Agitator:  How did you, Mike, and 
Greg prepare for this action?
Rice:  Greg and I began meeting to-
gether in October, 2011.  We prayed 
and studied the daily readings and 
talked about what we should do 
and how to go about it.  A plan 
emerged.  We wrote to people who 
we believed might be interested, 
then we began to implement our 
plan in January by touring around 
the country and stopping at signifi-
cant places.  We planned to end our 
tour at Oak Ridge.  
   We met up with Mike in Washing-
ton, DC.  Out of that tour we found 
a large support group of eight or 
nine and we had at least three 
retreats with these people.  Our last 
retreat was for seven days.  By the 
way, we knew that similar actions 
would also take place at Los Ala-
mos and in Kansas City.  We also 
engaged with the Occupy people 
and they did some local actions to 
create awareness about the issue.
Agitator:  What life experiences 
led you to this action?
Rice:  I was three years old when 
the Catholic Worker began.  Doro-
thy Day and Peter Maurin and my 
parents, along with some other 
progressive Catholics in Manhattan, 
would meet to tackle the problems 
of the Depression, to figure out the 
root causes of these problems.  All 
my life I had the good fortune to be 
among people like that.  
   My uncle also was a big influence.  
He was present in Nagasaki for five 
months during the occupation. 
   And then I began hearing about 
the Plowshares actions in the 1980s 
when I was in Africa.  I came back 
to the States knowing I was going to 
be involved in some way if I were to 
stay here long.
Agitator:  How did being a nun for 
63 years influence your decision to 
do the action?
Rice:  Our society was actually 
linked up with progressives, believe 
it or not, in New York City.  Carlton 
Hayes, who was an influence on my 
mother in college, sent his daughter, 
who was older than my older sister, 
Alexandra, to the Holy Child.  He 
believed it was a very international 
order and one of the best teaching 
orders at that time.  So Alexandra 
and I were introduced to the society 
as an international order.  That 
sense always pervaded my experi-
ence.  I was taught by people who 
had recently returned from Africa 
or were going to Africa; there were 
English nuns on the staff and one 
French nun.  So I experienced it as 
an international society and meet-
ing the wants of the age was always 
stressed.  I was so influenced by the 
characters of the women who were 
there to meet the wants of the age 
with quality rather than quantity.  
   Also, other educational experienc-
es helped me to learn the process of 
trying to search out root causes.  I 
believe that is what my parents were 
doing, subconsciously.  My father 
was an obstetrician, serving women 
during the Depression, and my 
mother studied slavery and Catholic 
views on slavery.  

KELLERMAN, cont’d from p.3

of communities from long ago.  
Dance in the rain.  Climb trees.  
Wonder at the stars.  Laugh till your 
stomach hurts.  Be still and silent.  
Honor the darkness.  Let voices be 
raised in harmony.  Nourish your 
spirit alone.  Nourish it in commu-
nity.  Taste your tears.  Feel joy in 
your gut.  Live deeply.  Celebrate 
resurrection in its many forms.
Refuse to give up
   Fight with everything you’ve 
got.  Stand at this critical historic 
moment.  Injustice is coming from 
every direction.  Let go of the 
obsession with perfection or results.  
Do what feels right in your bones 
and do not worry about what will be 
most effective.  Take serious risks. 
What are you willing to die for?  
Put your body somewhere…any-
where.  Find hope even when there 
is no logic.
Give gratitude
   In everything, give thanks.  
Thanks be for those who have gone 
before, who have sung the songs, 
who have given their lives.  For 
the cloud of witnesses who watch 
over you now and who prayed for 
you before you were born.  Offer 
gratitude that you are not alone 
in this struggle.  There are many 
resisting and creating in infinite 
ways and in every direction.  Give 
thanks for this beautiful earth that 
gives you life, feeds your spirit, and 
holds a history and a future beyond 
you.  And give thanks that although 
“the arc is long, it bends towards 
justice.”  We see it and know that it 
is so.    Ω 

HEDGES, cont’d from p.4

usually the American soldier that is 
given the order to carry out some 
ill-conceived mission.
   Our nation has had similar dark 
moments for the virtues of democ-
racy—the Trail of Tears, the Dred 
Scott decision, McCarthyism, and 
the Japanese-American internment 
camps—to mention a few.  I am 
confident that many of the actions 
since 9/11 will one day be viewed in 
a similar light.
   As the late Howard Zinn once 
said, “There is not a flag large 
enough to cover the shame of killing 
innocent people.”
   I understand that my actions vio-
lated the law; I regret if my actions 
hurt anyone or harmed the United 
States.  It was never my intent to 
hurt anyone.  I only wanted to help 
people.  When I chose to disclose 
classified information, I did so out 
of a love for my country and a sense 
of duty to others.
   If you deny my request for a par-
don, I will serve my time knowing 
that sometimes you have to pay a 
heavy price to live in a free soci-
ety.  I will gladly pay that price if 
it means we could have a country 
that is truly conceived in liberty and 
dedicated to the proposition that all 
women and men are created equal.
   We will pay for our criminality.  
We will pay for our callousness and 
brutality.  The world, especially the 
Muslim world, knows who we are, 
even if we remain oblivious.  It is 
not Manning who was condemned 
Wednesday, but us.  “Under a 
government which imprisons any 
unjustly,” Henry David Thoreau 
wrote, “the true place for a just man 
is also a prison.”  And that is the real 
reason Bradley Manning is being 
locked away.  He is a just man.     Ω

CRUZ, cont’d from p.5

not say anything to stop it and yet, 
if it were your mother, your sister, 
your child, you would have acted, 
perhaps even died trying to stop it, 
and that is the greatest crime—we 
do not consider any of these dead 
our sisters and brothers, our chil-
dren.  Neither the past dead nor the 
future dead have the slightest claim 
on us.  Consider Matthew 25: 31-46.  
These are in effect the “least of my 
brothers:” the unknown casualties 
in this illusion of the grand game of 
war.
   You might ask, why pick on this 
poor lonely dictator (oops, I mean 
president)?  The world is awash 
in strongmen, kings, and dicta-
tors from Africa to Asia, across 
the Americas, and throughout the 
Pacific. How often have the helpless 
neutral election monitors stood by 
watching fraud again and again? 
Perfectly penned script from unlet-
tered tribesmen swelling the rolls 
of stolen election ballots in the 
very country we now ravage.  Sad 
budless sapling of democracy, let us 
weep for you now.  
   The problem the U.S. government 
is facing is that it really has no dog 
in this fight.  Despite Obama’s bark, 
he has no interest in biting Assad 
and thereby weakening his regime 
and providing an opening for Al 
Qaeda, or any other radical funda-
mentalist faction, to strike anew and 
worry away another chunk of the 
bleeding hulk, which is a wounded 
Syria.  As much as the State Depart-
ment despises Assad, he is still a 
known quantity, the devil they have 
already dealt with.
   Then there is our old erstwhile 
Cold War partner Russia, and her 
present-day strongman, Putin, slyly 
arising as a voice of supposed rea-
son.  Putin has cynically continued

to defend Assad, claiming he has 
no preference for who rules Syria, 
and contending that it is not certain 
the Syrian government was the 
actual perpetrator; perhaps it was an 
elaborate set-up.  Newly enamored 
of International Law, Putin taunts 
Obama, flaunting his veto power on 
the U.N. Security Council, much 
like the U.S. has done in refusing 
to allow Israel to be condemned for 
its own despicable practices.  Then 
at the last second, Putin’s brood 
brokers a startling agreement to 
dismantle and destroy all of Syria’s 
chemical arms, although neither 
Russia nor the U.S., despite being 
signatories on the original treaty 
banning chemical weapons and poi-
son gas, have failed to fully comply 
at home.  
   It all reads like a laughable third-
rate thriller to me, and yet of course 
the everyday real tragedy continues, 
and the bodies pile up and millions 
more refugees end up parked in 
some forgotten, out of the way place.  
Such is modern global politics, not 
to ever be confused with anything 
remotely compassionate, humanitar-
ian, or in anybody’s best interest.  
   A cynic calls a cynic a cynic, and 
calls it a day.  However, it keeps 
coming back to real people, kids, 
women, and elderly, slaughtered 
while they slept, and we have no 
solution.  Arms, fighters, munitions, 
and money from every corner of the 
earth are pouring into that country, 
destined for both sides of what 
promises to be a long drawn-out 
conflict, which will surely take many 
more lives.  May whichever God you 
pray to have mercy on the people of 
Syria, for neither our nation nor any 
other nation will.   Ω

Faustino Cruz is a Los Angeles 
Catholic Worker community member.

MOLINE, cont’d from p.5

system itself, but rather we believe 
we can transform ourselves.  The most 
important thing for us is to live our 
lives as if the gospels were true.”–Jeff 
Dietrich, from Broken and Shared. Ω 

Heather Moline was a 2013 summer 
intern.   Please call your congress 
member to support comprehensive 
immigration reform with a pathway 
to citizenship.  Call 888-979-7506.

Agitator:  Have the Sisters of the 
Holy Child supported you during 
this action.
Rice:  I found ennui among the 
sisters when I came back from Af-
rica.  I saw we were growing older.  
I was advised to find where I would 
be needed.  I felt drawn to the peace 
movement.  I felt very inspired by 
direct action on nuclear issues; my 
uncle was such a strong influence 
and he was still alive at that time.  I 
thought that was really the want of 
the age and the root cause of…
Agitator:  You spent some time at 
the nuclear test site.
Rice:  Yes.  I first went there in the 
1980’s, and I met the LACW then 
for the first time.
Agitator:  Back then you actually 
lived in Las Vegas.
Rice:  Yes. I knew how transfor-
mative the test site could be.  When 
I came back from Africa the 
Nevada Desert Experience needed 
somebody there to help organize; it 
just happened.
Agitator:  I know this phone call 
is going to be cut off any minute.  I 
just want you to know how much 
we love and respect you and that 
we will continue to keep you in 
our prayers.  May the Holy Spirit 
continue to bless, comfort, and 
guide you. 
Rice:  Thank you.    Ω 

   In our zeal to kill the enemy, we 
internally debated the definition 
of torture.  We held individuals at 
Guantanamo for years without due 
process.  We inexplicably turned a 
blind eye to torture and executions 
by the Iraqi government.  And we 
stomached countless other acts in 
the name of our war on terror.
   Patriotism is often the cry extolled 
when morally questionable acts are 
advocated by those in power.  When 
these cries of patriotism drown out 
any logically based dissension, it is 

PROJECT 
UNSPEAKABLE
Project Unspeakable, a theatri-
cal production and a reading 
script, was inspired by Catholic 
Worker theologian, activist, and 
author Jim Douglass’ remark-
able best selling book, JFK and 
the Unspeakable: Why He Died 
and Why it Matters.  The project 
coincides with the 50th anniver-
sary of John F. Kennedy’s mur-
der, and envisions simultaneous 
dramatic readings or full theatri-
cal performances about the role 
of Thomas Merton’s “The Un-
speakable” in the assassinations 
of John F. Kennedy, Malcolm 
X, Martin Luther King, Jr., and 
Robert Kennedy.  The project 
both invites older generations to 
step out and insist that the truth 
be told about why these leaders 
were assassinated, and informs 
younger generations of these 
four inspirational leaders and to 
recognize and confront current 
manifestations of the “Unspeak-
able” present today and in the 
future.  For more info on ways to 
help facilitate this project please 
e-mail Karen Rehmus, at 
projectunspeakable@gmail.com
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RESISTANCE UPDATE

L. A. Catholic Workers Jeff Dietrich, 
David Omondi, and Barbara  Robinson 
have an 8am arraignment  in federal 
court, downtown L.A., on Wednesday, 
October 2, for their August 29 arrest in 
protest against Pvt. Chelsea Manning’s 
35-year sentence for whistleblowing. 
All three plan to plead guilty and will 
refuse to pay any fines.
   Also, L.A. Catholic Workers Mike 
Wisniewski, Rebecca Casas, and 2013 
summer intern Mac Loftin will be 
arraigned on Thursday, October 17 at 
1pm in Santa Barbara federal court for 
their arrest on Nagasaki Day, August 
9, at Vandenberg Air Force Base in 
protest against nuclear weapons, test 
launches of nuclear capable interconti-
nental ballistic missiles from Vanden-
berg to Kwajalein atoll in the Marshall 
Islands, and U.S. ongoing wars.  All 
three plan to plead guilty.  Two, Mike 
and Rebecca, will refuse to pay any 
fines. Three others, Jeff Dietrich, 
Barbara Robinson, and 2013 summer 
intern Karan Benton, will have their 
arraignment rescheduled to a future 
date for logistical reasons.

MORE NSA SURVEILANCE 

The latest disclosures from the leaks 
of Edward Snowden show the National 
Security Agency (NSA) is mapping 
out the social media connections of an 
unknown number of American targets. 
Using phone metadata and online 
activity, the NSA has created intricate 
graphs showing an individual’s social
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networking and extensive personal 
information including whereabouts, 
religious or political activity, and 
private behavior. The mapping has 
been in effect since 2010, when the 
NSA lifted restrictions that barred the 
targeting of Americans. 
   The Obama administration has 
repeatedly stated that the NSA keeps 
only the content of messages and com-
munications of people it is intention-
ally targeting--but internal documents 
reveal the agency retains vast amounts 
of metadata.
   Online metadata—which includes 
nearly every online activity, from 
browser history to email activity—is 
dumped by the NSA into a database 
codenamed Marina. 
   The Marina metadata application 
tracks a user’s browser experience, 
gathers contact information/content 
in e-mails and browsing and develops 
summaries of target, the analysts’ 
guide explains. “This tool offers the 
ability to export the data in a variety 
of formats, as well as create various 
charts to assist in pattern-of-life devel-
opment.”              —theguardian.com

A new University of Colorado study 
reveals one in ten U.S. watersheds 
is in a state of “stress” as the nation-
wide demand for water outstrips 
nature’s ability to provide. This trend 
will worsen as the climate continues 
to warm.
   Researchers evaluated water supply 
and need for all 2,103 watersheds in 

the continental U.S. and found that 
nearly 200 already are in a state of 
stress, meaning they do not have 
enough surface water to meet the 
demand.
   Authors warn that the water cri-
sis will deepen as global warming 
worsens. “Future projections of water 
supplies and demands vary regionally 
and locally, but it is clear that climate 
change stands to increase national 
water demands and diminish national 
water supplies,” the study reads.
          —commondreams.org

NEAR NUCLEAR DISASTERS

In his new book, Command and 
Control, Eric Schlosser, author of Fast 
Food Nation, discloses the many near-
misses in the U.S. nuclear arsenal that 
could have caused catastrophes. 
   One such incident was a one-in-
a-million bounce: A socket slipped 
from a wrench and fell about 70 feet 
before piercing the fuel tank of the 
most powerful missile in the United 
States’ nuclear arsenal. What followed 
was a race to prevent an explosion that 
could have incinerated the state of 
Arkansas in 1980 while Bill Clinton 
was governor.
     How many incidents have brought 
us to the brink of nuclear Armaged-
don? The Pentagon lists 32 broken ar-
rows, which are their official nuclear 
weapon accidents that they consider 
really serious – but if you look care-
fully at that list, quite a few of those 
accidents posed no major threat of an 
accidental detonation on American

soil, yet the author found many other 
accidents that did. So the answer is 
more than once, and far too many for 
us to be comfortable.
                —rollingstone.com

BUSH AND COMPANY EXEMPT

The U.S. Department of Justice has 
requested that former President George 
W. Bush and the highest members of 
his administration receive full exemp-
tion from being tried for war crimes 
and crimes against humanity in Iraq, 
which the DoJ claims was in line with 
international law.  Some of the names 
listed include: Richard Cheney, Con-
dolezza Rice, and Paul Wolfowitz.
      —informationclearinghouse.info

According to a new report released by 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, extreme heat waves 
like we saw in 2012 now happen four 
times as often because of global warm-
ing pollution. 
   “Coastal communities are facing a 
looming crisis due to climate-related 
sea level rise,” said William Sweet, one 
of the NOAA scientists.
   We owe it to our children to confront 
this danger before it gets worse. We 
start by reducing the 40 percent of all 
carbon pollution in the United States 
generated by power plants.
                      —switchboard.nrdc.org

MORE ON CLIMATE CHANGE

   After finishing her pastoral internship 
in the rural north, former community 
member Rio Parfrey dropped in to 
add her sweet voice to a lovely late 
summer Wednesday evening liturgy. 
We look forward to her return, perhaps 
even to show off her new ministry robe 
with stole, and preside over a service.
   Following the continuing theme of 
musicality, Peter Gallagher, lately at-
tached to the Tacoma Catholic Worker, 
but previously a stalwart at Casa Co-
libri, in Mexico, also was welcomed to 
sing and play at a Wednesday evening 
liturgy.  Peter has blossomed into a 
fine guitar player and after liturgy 
treated us to a fine concert of heartfelt 
healing songs.
   Thanks to the generous donation 
of Hollywood Bowl tickets, David, 
Rebecca, and I were able to stalwart 
dishwasher Arnal Kennedy to see 
blues legend Buddy Guy in concert. 

Arnal, temporarily disabled with 
health problems, was greatly cheered. 
Currently he awaits surgery, which 
while not too serious, still requires 
your prayers.
   Here at Hennacy House, Jeff’s editor 
and publisher from Loyola Mary-
mount Press, Theresia de Vroom, 
organized a reading of and a lecture 
on Sophocle’s play Antigone, one of 
the first recorded examples of nonvio-
lent civil disobedience.  If you recall 
Antigone, Oedipus’ daughter, defied 
King Creon by nobly conducting 
burial rights for her brother, thereby 
arousing the king’s wrath and drawing 
a sentence of being buried alive. Then, 
as now, it does not pay to do the hon-
orable humane thing, if it runs against 
the powers-that-be.
    Speaking of civil disobedience, just 
after Chelsea Manning received a 35-
year sentence, we quickly organized 
a protest at the downtown federal 
building. Jeff, David and Barbara 
symbolically donned chains and hand-
cuffs, and carrying placards decrying 
the unjust sentence, were arrested for 
attempting to block the entrance.  On 
August 9, the 68th anniversary of the 
U.S. bombing of Nagasaki, Mike, 
Rebecca, Jeff, Barbara, Karan, 
and summer intern Mac Loftin, were 
arrested at the gates of Vandenberg 
AFB.  And, finally, the week before 
Pope Francis was scheduled to meet 
with the cardinals and bishops in 
Rome, we paid a visit to the blockish 
monstrosity which is the Cathedral of 
Our Lady of the Angels, downtown. 
Hoping to suggest that Francis might 
do well to expand the list of invited 
guests to include laypersons, men and 
women, we were welcomed with the 
requisite slamming of the gate, the 
raising up of the drawbridge, and the 
calling out of the guard.  Just like old 
times! So much for openness and a 

fresh start.  
   We sent new community member 
Karan off to Iowa to help out at New 
Hope Farm with the organizing sur-
rounding protests against the “World 
Food Prize,” usually awarded to the 
most non-organic, best and hugest 
GMO scheme available.  Karan also 
is taking her one women play, Driving 
the Body Back on the road. She had 
previously performed for the commu-
nity, and an appreciative gathering of 
volunteers. We wish her well and look 
forward to her return in November.
   Thursday kitchen volunteer Narong 
Tanaunora hosted a spectacular 
farewell bash for community member 
David Omondi, at which David con-
firmed his plans to start a new Catho-
lic Worker community in Kenya (see 
related article p.2). Narong, of course, 
truly out did himself, having perfected 
his famous kitchen fruit and kale salad 
with honey lemon dressing, to accom-
pany blue fin tuna drizzled with truffle 
sauce, spicy short ribs, and olive oiled 
grilled veggies. All were gratified to 
see a big turn out in support of a fine 
person like David, and though he will 
be sorely missed, we take solace in 
knowing that the people of Nairobi 
stand to benefit greatly.
   We were pleased to mark Jose-
phine’s two-year anniversary with the 
LACW, and realized that Elena also 
has been with us intermittently for 
the past two years, and celebrated the 
occasion by welcoming her older sister 
Melanie all the way from Germany.     
   Nearly going unnoticed was Cath-
erine’s 40th anniversary at Hennacy 
House. What a blessing she has been 
and continues to be to the LACW.  We 
also were overjoyed that two of this 
years summer’s interns, Jed Poole and 
David Hays, decided to sign on for 
a full year.  A perfect blend of young 
and younger is what it takes to run a 

Catholic Worker.
    Hennacy House is abuzz with antici-
pation of a swaddling child soon to 
move in.  Darling baby Hazel Flora, 
accompanied by mom, former com-
munity member Alecia Stuchlik, and 
daddy Eddie Pilolla, will arrive in 
mid October for a few months.  All 
right so the kid is a couple of months 
old, but no less welcome.  In fact, 
rumor has it that Josephine has been 
excitedly knitting night and day to 
complete a precious winter ensemble 
for Hazel.
    Finally, we were blessed with a 
wonderful time at La Casa de María 
Retreat Center in lovely Montecito, 
near Santa Barbara, where our Sister 
House retreat was held.  Elizabeth 
McAlistar, fresh from Jonah House, 
where her community celebrated their 
40-year anniversary, nourished and 
inspired us with her words of wisdom 
and wit.  As usual, the fellowship, fes-
tivities, food, music, and liturgy were 
simply fabulous.  The Sunday Mass 
ended with a prayer of blessing for our 
newest sister house, Burdock (yep, that 
pesky vine that keeps on growing and 
growing) House in Anderson, Indiana, 
represented by Sybilla Bryson; and 
a commissioning of David Omondi, 
who will, in mid October, return to 
Nairobi, Kenya to begin his ambitious 
endeavor of opening Amani Catholic 
Worker. Please join us in prayer for 
David, and Sybilla and her mate Kurt, 
and for all who answer God’s call of 
peace and compassion to serve the 
least ones among us.
   May you and yours have a fun-filled 
Halloween and a wonderful Thanks-
giving celebration.  Thank you for 
your support and may you receive 
abundant blessings now and always. 
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SISTER HOUSE NETWORK:

LOS ANGELES CATHOLIC WORKER:
http://lacatholicworker.org 
 1.  Ammon Hennacy House of Hospitality
        632 N. Brittania St., Los Angeles, CA 90033-1722
       (323) 267-8789
  2.  Hospitality Kitchen
        821 E. 6th St., Los Angeles, CA 90021
       (213) 614-9615
ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
500 W. VanBuren Ave., Las Vegas, NV 89106
(702) 647-0728
ISAIAH HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
316 S. Cypress Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 835-6304
SADAKO SASAKI HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
1321 W. 38th St., Norfolk, VA 23508
(757) 423-5420
HOUSE OF GRACE CATHOLIC WORKER
1826 E. Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19125
(215) 426-0364
PETER MAURIN CATHOLIC WORKER
1149 Crestwood St., San Pedro, CA 90732
(310) 831-3480
KIERAN PRATHER HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
672 2nd Ave., San Bruno, CA 94066
(650) 827-0706
BEATITUDE HOUSE
4575 9th St., Guadalupe, CA 93434
(805) 343-6322
ST. BENEDICT HOUSE OF HOSPITALITY
4022 N. Cheryl Ave., Fresno, CA 93705
(559) 229-6410 — lizaOSB@aol.com 
HIGH DESERT CATHOLIC WORKER
P.O. Box 3157,  Apple Valley, CA  92307
(760) 247-5732  -  sbremser@charter.net
CASA COLIBRÌ CATHOLIC WORKER 
http://casacolibrimx.blogspot.com
011-52 - 386-744-5063  -  jmhe76@gmail.com
HALF MOON BAY CATHOLIC WORKER
160 Kelly Ave., Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
(650) 726-6621  -  ericdebode@gmail.com
BURDOCK HOUSE
2444 Chase St., Anderson, IN 46016
(765) 274-1776 - http://burdockhouse.org

CHRISTMAS ON SKID ROW
WE NEED STAMPS, CALENDARS, SOCKS

AND SPANISH CHRISTMAS CARDS
•STAMPS: Please send 46-cent and $1.10 stamps for our annual Christmas card project. 

•SPANISH CHRISTMAS CARDS:  Your generosity has provided us with plenty of English 
Christmas cards, but we are in dire need of SPANISH Christmas cards. 

•CALENDARS: Our friends downtown appreciate calendars. If you have extras, please send 
them as a New Year’s treat.  

•SOCKS: Our guests are forced to walk a great deal each day. This creates a great need for 
socks. Please send men’s medium & large WHITE socks.  THANK YOU. MANY BLESSINGS.

You are cordially invited to celebrate the 
coming Advent season by attending our 

ecumenical weekly liturgy and potluck dinner 
on Wednesdays at 6pm at Hennacy House.

632 N. Brittania St., Los Angeles, CA 90033 • 323-267-8789

On December 2, 1980, four U.S. churchwomen 
working with the poor in El Salvador – Maryknoll 
Sisters Maura Clarke and Ita Ford, Ursuline Sister 
Dorothy Kazel, and lay missioner Jean Donovan – 

were kidnapped, raped, and murdered by the 
U.S.-backed military of El Salvador.  In the end 

they met the same fate as thousands of unnamed 
poor of El Salvador who were killed or disappeared. 
 Join us in commemorating their 33rd anniversary.

Monday, December 2 at 7:00 PM 
at Mt. Saint Mary’s College - Doheny Campus  

10 Chester Place,  L.A., 90007
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